Input-output 2019

Share of imported products in intermediate consumption 27 per cent in 2019

According to Statistics Finland’s input-output statistics, imported products accounted for 27 per cent of intermediate consumption in 2019. The import shares by use category were next biggest in gross fixed capital formation (18 per cent) and households’ consumption expenditure (13 per cent). On the level of the whole economy, the average share of imports of use categories was 17 per cent and correspondingly, the share of domestic output was 83 per cent of the combined use of domestic output and imports.

Use at basic prices, EUR million, and share of imported products in use at basic prices in 2019

The different import shares of use categories are caused by different product structures of use categories and different import shares of products. The differences are most clearly explained by the division of use into goods and service products and larger shares of imports of goods products than service products. In intermediate consumption, the share of goods in the combined use of goods and services was 37 per cent, and one-half of goods were imports. Correspondingly, in gross fixed capital formation, the share of goods in the combined use of goods and services was 17 per cent, and 75 per cent of goods were imports. The
values and import shares of use categories domestic output and imports are based on the data of the input-output tables “Use table at basic prices” and “Use table for imports at basic prices”.

The supply and use tables describe the flows of goods and services in the economy from supply to use. The supply consists of domestic output and imports. The use is divided into intermediate consumption, consumption expenditure, gross capital formation (investments, i.e. gross fixed capital formation, and change in inventories) and exports of goods and services. The supply and use data are valued at basic prices and at purchaser's prices. The basic price is the price exclusive of taxes on products (value added tax, import duties and other taxes on products, such as excise duties).

Statistics Finland publishes annually the supply and use tables describing product flows in the national economy, and the input-output and analysis tables derived from them. The data published now concern the year 2019. Tables concerning 2020 will be published in December 2022.
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